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Abstract. We have developed an approach for whole-house gross movement
and room transition detection through sensing at only one point in the home.
We consider this system to be one member of an important new class of human
activity monitoring approaches based on what we call infrastructure mediated
sensing, or "home bus snooping." Our solution leverages the existing ductwork
infrastructure of central heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems found in many homes. Disruptions in airflow, caused by human interroom movement, result in static pressure changes in the HVAC air handler unit.
This is particularly apparent for room-to-room transitions and door open/close
events involving full or partial blockage of doorways and thresholds. We detect
and record this pressure variation from sensors mounted on the air filter and
classify where certain movement events are occurring in the house, such as an
adult walking through a particular doorway or the opening and closing of a
particular door. In contrast to more complex distributed sensing approaches for
motion detection in the home, our method requires the installation of only a
single sensing unit (i.e., an instrumented air filter) connected to an embedded or
personal computer that performs the classification function. Preliminary results
show we can classify unique transition events with up to 75-80% accuracy.

1 Introduction and Motivation
The development of low-cost and easy-to-deploy sensing systems to support activity
detection in the home has been an important trend in the pervasive computing
community. Much of this research has centered on the deployment of a network of
inexpensive sensors throughout the home, such as motion detectors or simple contact
switches [23, 24, 26]. Although these solutions are cost-effective on an individual
sensor basis, they are not without some important drawbacks that limit their
desirability as research tools as well as their likelihood of eventual commercial
success through broad consumer acceptance.
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We have developed an approach that provides a whole-house solution for detecting
gross movement and room transitions by sensing differential air pressure at a single
point in the home. Our solution leverages the central heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems found in many homes. The home forms a closed circuit
for air circulation, where the HVAC system provides a centralized airflow source and
therefore a convenient single monitoring point for the whole airflow circuit.
Disruptions in home airflow caused by human movement through the house,
especially those caused by the blockage of doorways and thresholds, results in static
pressure changes in the HVAC air handler unit when the HVAC is operating. Our
system detects and records this pressure variation from differential sensors mounted
on the air filter and classifies where exactly certain movement events are occurring in
the house, such as an adult walking through a particular doorway or the opening and
closing of a door. Preliminary results show we can classify unique transition events
with up to 75-80% accuracy. We also show how we detect movement events when the
HVAC is not operating.
The principal advantage of this approach, when compared to installing motion
sensors throughout an entire house space, is that it requires the installation of only a
single sensing unit (i.e., an instrumented air filter) that connects to a computer. By
observing the opening and closing of doors and the movement of people transitioning
from room to room, the location and activity of people in the space can later be
inferred. In addition, detecting a series of room transitions can be used for simple
occupancy detection or to estimate a person’s path in the house.
Because of the use of a single monitoring point on an existing home infrastructure
(the HVAC air handler, in this example) to detect human activity throughout an entire
house, we consider our system a member of an important new class of activity
monitoring systems that we call infrastructure mediated sensing. In the remainder of
this paper, we further define this new category of sensing and explain the theory and
implementation of the HVAC-facilitated motion detection.

2 Related Work
We distinguish between distributed direct sensing and a newly described category,
infrastructure mediated sensing, which we informally call "home bus snooping" by
analogy to computer network snooping. Distributed direct sensing involves the
installation of a new sensing infrastructure into the home. This sensing infrastructure
directly senses the presence, motion or activities of its residents through sensors that
are physically located in each space where activity is occurring. Example systems
include a new set of sensors and an associated sensor network (wired or wireless) to
transfer the sensor data to a centralized monitoring system where sensor fusion and
activity inference take place. In contrast, infrastructure mediated sensing leverages
existing home infrastructure, such as the plumbing or electrical systems, to mediate
the transduction of events. In these systems, infrastructure activity is used as a proxy
for a human activity involving the infrastructure (see Figure 1). A primary goal of this
second category of systems is to reduce economic, aesthetic, installation, and
maintenance barriers to adoption by reducing the cost and complexity of deploying
and maintaining the activity sensing infrastructure.
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Fig. 1. The distributed direct sensing (DDS) approach for activity detection and classification
(left). The infrastructure mediated sensing approach for activity detection and classification
(right).

2.1 Prior Work in Distributed Direct Sensing
Most of the existing literature in human activity sensing in the home falls into the
distributed direct sensing category. In the pervasive computing research context,
commonly used sensors for detecting human activity in the home include high-fidelity
sensors such as visible light and IR cameras [25, 28] or microphones [4], as well as
low-fidelity sensors such as passive infrared (PIR) motion detectors [27] and floor
weight sensors [18]. High-fidelity distributed direct sensing has a long history of use
in activity detection and classification research, primarily focused on computer vision
or machine learning systems that capture the movement of people in spaces [13]. For
example, Chen et al. installed microphones in a bathroom to sense activities such as
showering, toileting, and hand washing [6]. The use of these high fidelity sensors in
certain spaces often raises concerns about the balance between value-added services
and acceptable surveillance, particularly in home settings [5, 9, 10]. Low-fidelity,
distributed direct sensing work includes the use of a large collection of simple, lowcost sensors, such as motion detectors, pressure mats, break beam sensors, and contact
switches, to determine activity and movement [23, 24, 26]. The principal advantages
are lower per-sensor cost and reduced privacy concerns.
All distributed direct sensing approaches share the advantages and disadvantages
of placing each sensor in close proximity to where human activity occurs. For
example, commonly used cameras or PIR sensors require a clear line of sight to the
desired room coverage area; the person being sensed will be able to see the camera or
PIR sensor. Generally, cameras or PIR sensors are deployed in places that have
adverse aesthetics, such as on walls, on ceilings, or above a door [7, 9]. The large
number of sensors required for coverage of an entire building presents an inherent
complexity hurdle. Installation and maintenance of (typically) tens of sensors in a
home, or hundreds to thousands of sensors in a larger building such as a hotel,
hospital, or assisted living facility, results in high labor costs during installation, and
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an ongoing maintenance and sensor network management challenge during routine
operation.
It is often difficult to balance the value of in-home sensing and the complexity of
the sensing infrastructure. One example that illustrates this difficulty is the Digital
Family Portrait system, a peace of mind application for communicating well-being
information from an elderly person’s home to a remote caregiver [21]. In the system's
deployment study, movement data was gathered from a collection of strain sensors
attached to the underside of the first floor of an elder’s home. The installation of these
sensors was difficult, time-consuming, and required direct access to the underside of
the floor. Though the value of the application was proven, the complexity of the
sensing limited the number of homes in which the system could be easily deployed.
2.2 Infrastructure Mediated Sensing
Some recent innovative work in the infrastructure mediated sensing category
leverages the existing infrastructure in a home to collect signals at a single location. A
few researchers have recently begun exploring the use of existing home infrastructure
to detect human originated events [8, 19, 20]. A few microphones on the plumbing
infrastructure in the basement of a home can infer basic activities, such as bathing or
washing dishes, through acoustically-transduced signals [8]. A single plug-in sensor
can classify events, such as the actuation of a light switch, through the analysis of
noise, transduced along the power line, from the switching and operation of electrical
devices [19]. These two approaches cover a complementary set of human activities,
depending on whether a water- or power-related event precedes that activity.
Both of these approaches require human-initiated events, as identified through
signals carried via the infrastructure of their corresponding resources, in order to
provide human activity information. They ignore activities that do not include the use
of the plumbing or electrical systems, such as movement and transitions between parts
of the home. In the case of water event detection, there may be only a few water usage
events per person per day, whereas with electrical event detection, there may be
limited electrical actuations during the day when incoming sunlight illumination may
result in reduced light switch use. This results in a relatively sparse activity dataset
compared to a dataset obtained using a dense network of PIR motion sensors located
throughout the home. Therefore, we were motivated to find an infrastructure mediated
sensing technique that delivers movement information.
We contrast infrastructure mediated sensing with a “piggybacking” approach that
simply reuses an existing sensing infrastructure in the home that may be present for
other purposes. For example, ADT Security System’s QuietCare [1] offers a peace of
mind service that gathers activity data from the security system’s PIR motion
detectors. Although a promising approach, security motion sensors are typically only
installed in a few locations in the home, primarily on the ground floors, resulting in a
much sparser dataset than is needed for general activity recognition.

3 Our Approach and System Details
We instrumented an HVAC’s air filter with five pressure sensor units, each sensing in
both directions (see Figure 2). The sensors do not interfere with the operation of the
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Fig. 2. We instrument a standard HVAC air filter with pressure sensors that are able to detect
airflow in both directions. The air filter is then installed in the HVAC’s air handler unit.

air filter or HVAC and instrumenting the air filter allows for easy installation in
standard HVAC units. The sensors on the air filter capture the pressure differential
across the filter in the air handler chamber. The magnitude of the pressure change
across all the sensors is used to identify unique disruptions in airflow in the physical
space. Machine learning techniques then classify these disruption signatures.
3.1 Theory of Operation
The HVAC system's air handler is a device used to circulate conditioned air
throughout a space. Typically, an air handler is a large, sealed metal box containing a
blower, heating/cooling coils, filter, and dampers (see Figure 3). An air handler
consists of a discharge, or supply, chamber where the conditioned air exits through
ductwork, and is drawn back into the return chamber through a separate set of vents
and ductwork. During its operation, a pressure differential, ∆P, is built up in the

Fig. 3. Cross section of a HVAC air handler unit
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blower chamber, know as the total static pressure. The static pressure is a measure of
resistance imposed on the HVAC’s blower in the air handler. The static pressure is
affected by a variety of factors that impede the airflow between the supply and return.
These includes the length of ducting, number of fittings used in the ductwork, closed
air vents, or dirty air filters. When installing an HVAC unit, a technician usually takes
care in properly balancing the static pressure to ensure its proper operation. This
includes installing sufficient supply and return ductwork in the right locations.
Technicians also install ductwork to various rooms to ensure effective coverage.
Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional drawing of a home and example locations of the
supply and return vents and the potential airflow paths.
When the HVAC is running, air flows from the supply vents to the return vents
through the conditioned space (i.e., a room). There is always some airflow from each
supply vent to all the return vents. Depending on the location of the vents, the airflow
paths and amount of airflow can vary. When there is disruption to the airflow, there is
a change in the static pressure in the air handler as a result of the resistance in the
airflow. Depending on the location of return vents, a disruption in airflow can cause a
more persistent change in the overall static pressure, such as from a direct blockage of
a return vent. In a home, one contributor to this airflow disruption is doorways, where
airflow can either be disrupted by the closing or opening of a door or the partial
blockage of an adult passing through the threshold. Sometimes, an individual may
even feel the “resistance” from the airflow when trying to open a door. Also
depending on the location in the house where this disruption is occurring, the
“resistance” differs because of the airflow path. Another way to look this
phenomenon is using an electrical circuit analogy (see Figure 4).
When the HVAC is not in operation, the ductwork acts as a “wave guide.”
Significant airflow produced in the space flows through the ductwork. Although small
movements cannot generate enough airflow, the movements of large surfaces, such as
doors, can produce detectible amounts of airflow through the air handler. Thus, there
are opportunities to detect certain movement in the space with the HVAC both in
operation and not in operation.
We use the air filter chamber as the sensing point for two important reasons. First,
it is between the supply and return chambers and near the blower assembly, making it
a good place for recording the static pressure changes. Second, the filtration unit
typically has the easiest access to the air handler, potentially making it easy-to-deploy
for installers and end-users. The static air pressure is determined by installing pressure
sensors facing each direction on the air filter and calculating the differential (∆P). A
single differential pressure sensor would also be appropriate. However, using two
pressure sensors makes their placement easier. This is because typical differential
pressure sensors have the pressure ports on one side, which requires routing an air
tube to the other side. The sensors required for our approach are capable of measuring
up to 2 bars of pressure and sensitive enough to measure small pressure changes down
to .1 mbar. Figure 5 shows a graph of the change in static pressure as a door it is
opened and closed. There is an initial spike in the pressure followed by a flattening.
After the door is reopened, the pressure returns to the previous state.
We placed multiple pressure sensors on the air filter to help estimate the location of
the resulting pressure change. In standard ductwork, multiple ducts combine to feed
larger trunks, which then attach to the supply and return chambers. Because multiple
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Fig. 4. Diagram of airflow from return and supply ducting in a home (top). Electrical circuit
diagram analogy of our sensing approach (bottom).
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Fig. 5. Examples of the pressure changes in the air handler as a result of an opening and closing
of a door (left) and an adult walking through two different doorways (right)
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ducts feed into the chambers, pressure sensors closer to the ductwork that is
contributing to the airflow disruptions will see greater initial change in pressure
compared to the other sensors.
3.2 Data Collection Hardware and Software
We used the Intersema MS5536 piezoresistive pressure sensor module for building
our sensor units. The MS5536 modules are high resolution (.1 mbar), provide a stable
output of up to 2 bars, and have a maximum rating of up to 5 bars, which is sufficient
for many residential HVAC applications. The modules incorporate a temperature
sensor for proper pressure compensation, a built-in 15-bit ADC, and also provide easy
communication using SPI. To obtain pressure differentials, the MS5536 uses two
sensors facing opposite directions. The pressure sensor modules are connected to an
ATMEL microcontroller (see Figure 6). The microcontroller samples the pressure and
temperature sensors on the MS5536 and calculates a temperature-compensated
pressure value every 35 milliseconds. Intersema’s temperature compensation formula
was used in our calculations [12]. The pressure values are then transferred to a PC via
a USB connection. Multiple sensor units are connected to a single PC using a USB
hub. We chose to use individual units to give us some flexibility when experimenting
with a variety of sensor placements on the air filter. The sensor units are small enough
to attach easily to the air filter with zip ties. In a production version, the sensors
would be mounted on a framed bracket that would just attach to the air filter. A fully
deployable unit would have all the pressure sensors feeding into it a single
microcontroller. A unit incorporating five differential pressure sensors costs about
$100 USD at low volumes.
The software used in our data collection is written in C++ and records the
temperature-compensated pressure data, the raw pressure values, and the temperature
from the sensors units. The application continually timestamps and records the
pressure-related data from all the sensor units every 50 millisecond.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of our pressure sensor unit

3.3 Detecting Door Opening and Closing Events
We observed two important features that were characteristic of door opening and
closing events. When a door is closed, there is first an initial abrupt change in static
pressure (change in ∆P) followed by persistent change until the door is reopened (see
Figure 5). After opening the door, the static pressure gradually drops to the previous
state. We detect this phenomenon by first looking for a significant change in the static
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pressure by at least one of the five sensing units. We do this by comparing the average
of the 5 previous pressure differential reading with the current. When there is a
pressure change greater than 10 mbar, we record the subsequent pressure values for
further processing until there are no more changes for a period of 4000 ms. All other
sensors also record at the same time. The 10 mbar threshold is to avoid detecting any
slight variations from the senor or noise from the ADC. From the recorded data we
next extract the initial pressure value, the initial maximum pressure change, and the
resulting final stable pressure. These features are extracted for all 5 sensor units,
producing a final feature vector of 15 components.
3.4 Detecting Movement of People through Doorways
A person passing through a doorway is a brief event, and the size of the individual can
vary, decreasing the likelihood of detection. However, we still wanted to explore the
feasibility of detecting those events. During our experimentation, we observed
variations in the static pressure as individuals moved through various doorways.
Unlike the door events, the changes in pressure are very short-lived. There is a slight
change in the static pressure and then the pressure settles back to its original state.
The effect is dependent on the location of the supply and return vents relative to the
doorway and the ratio of the size of the person to the size of the doorway. From our
observations, a ratio of 1:3 resulted in detectable airflow disruptions (>10 mbar).
We isolated these events by comparing the average of the 5 prior pressure
differentials to the current. We recorded the pressure values when there was a change
of more than 10 mbar by at least one sensor unit. All other sensor units also triggered
to record at the same time. Values were gathered until the pressure stabilized. We use
the maximum pressure change from each of the 5 sensor units as the feature vector.
3.5 Detecting Door Transition Events with HVAC Off
When the HVAC is not operating, there is no static pressure build-up in the air
handler. Instead, the pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure of approximately 1
bar. Any significant airflow generated in the conditioned space is guided through
either the supply or return ducts and eventually reaches the sensor units on the filters.
The sensitivity of the sensor units make it possible to detect airflow reaching the
sensors. We can use the pressure values from both sides of the filter to help determine
where the airflow originated. Similar to the previous approaches, we also use the
multiple sensing points to help localize the origination of the induced airflow.
Theoretically, it is also possible to detect airflow caused by people moving near an air
vent and by other devices, such as a ceiling or desk fan. However, these events
produce very small amounts of airflow and require more expensive, high-resolution
and low-noise pressure sensors. In this case, we focus on just the movement of doors
when the HVAC is not operating.
When the HVAC is off, we isolate door events by comparing the average of the 5
prior pressure differentials to the current. We then record the pressure values when
there are any changes of more than 10 mbar by at least one sensor unit. All other
sensor units are recorded at the same time. Values are gathered until the pressure
stabilizes, and the feature vector of the maximum pressure change from each of the 5
sensor units is calculated.
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3.6 Classifying Events
For our classification scheme, we used support vector machines (SVMs). SVMs
perform classification by constructing an N-dimensional hyperplane that optimally
separates the data into multiple categories. The separation is chosen to have the
largest distance from the hyperplane to the nearest positive and negative examples.
Thus, the classification is appropriate for testing data that is near, but not identical, to
the training data as is the case for the feature vectors in our approach. In addition,
SVMs can automatically determine the appropriate kernel type based on the data
build characteristics, so kernels beyond linear functions can be factored in. For our
experiments, we created three different SVM models for each of the three scenarios,
using their respective feature vectors with each transition event labeled as the class.
The open transition and the close transition for each door of interest were used as the
classes in the learner. This was the case for both the HVAC in operation and not in
operation. In the case of classifying human movement through a doorway, we do not
differentiate between the directions of movement, thus the class labels were of the
door where the movement occurred.

4 Feasibility Experiments
The goal of the feasibility experiments was to determine if and how often we could
detect transition movements (e.g., adults walking through doorways and the opening
and closing of doors) and how accurately we could classify unique transition events.
In this section, we present the results from experiments in four different homes for the
following three conditions: opening and closing of doors while the HVAC is in
operation, adults moving through doorways while the HVAC is in operation, and the
opening and closing of doors while the HVAC is not in operation.
4.1 Setup of Feasibility Experiments
We conducted experiments and observations in four different homes for a period
ranging from 3 to 4 weeks (see Table 1). Home 1 and Home 2 were fairly large
homes, with Home 1 having three separate central HVAC units, and Home 2 having
two separate central HVAC units. We instrumented all three units in Home 1 and one
unit in Home 2. Homes 3 and 4 were smaller apartments with a single, central HVAC
system. Thus, we evaluated a total of six different spaces and HVAC units. For each
HVAC unit, we installed an instrumented air filter (see Figure 2). The sensors were
securely attached to prevent any movement from the airflow. The cables were run
around the edge of the filter to prevent them from being drawn in to the fan assembly.
Finally, the cables were connected to a laptop placed near the HVAC unit.
We used two techniques for obtaining labeled ground truth data. First, throughout
the 3-4 week period we manually labeled numerous door close and open events and a
person walking through doorways with the house in a closed and sealed state (windows
and exterior doors closed). Second, we captured data for a longer time period using
motion sensors placed at various locations in the house. Sensors on both sides of the
top of the doorways (facing downwards) detected the direction of movement through
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Table 1. Descriptions of the homes in which our system was tested. The deployment lasted
approximately 3-4 weeks.

Home

Year
Built

No. of
HVAC
Units
Tested

1
2
3
4

2003
2001
1997
1986

3
1
1
1

Floors/
Total Size
(Sq Ft)/
(Sq M)

Style/
No. of occupants

3/4000/371
1/1600/149
1/700/58
1/500/46

1 Family Home/3
1 Family Home/5
1 Bed Apt/2
1 Bed Studio/1

Bedrooms/
Bathrooms/
Total Rms./
Doorways
considered
4/4/13/20
3/2/7/10
1/1/5/5
1/1/3/4

Deploy
Length
(weeks)
4
3
3
4

the doorway. Although we were not able to accurately differentiate door movement
and people movement, the motion sensors did allow us to determine if any transition
events occurred at various times during the day. The large dataset allowed us to
partition the data into sufficient training and test sets.
4.2 Manually-Labeled Controlled Experiments
In these experiments, we wanted to test the feasibility of accurately classifying the
various kinds of unique door or movement events in a quasi-controlled manner. For
all four homes, we manually labeled sensor readings for each event using a remote
handheld computer wirelessly connected to the data collection PC. We were able to
accurately label the sensor readings for each of the five sensors after triggering the
various events. We then used our feature extraction algorithms to construct the
appropriate feature vectors to feed our classifier. For these experiments, all interior
doors of interest were kept in the open position (90 degrees from the opening), while
we were manually opening and closing each door. For the human movement
experiments, the same individual triggered those events. We collected 25 instances for
each of the doorway events three different times during the 3-4 week period (175
instances).
Table 2 shows the classification accuracies of all the spaces. We have also included
an example confusion matrix (Table 3). It is clear that door transition events were
more accurate than people transitions. However, the overall accuracy of classifying
unique movement events was around 65%, which is still promising. Door events were
classified correctly on an average of 75-80% of the time, suggesting that we can
combine both of these events to provide good predictions on the location or
movement of people through the space. Some of the low classification accuracies,
such as from Floor 2 in Home 1, were attributed to the lack of door and doorways.
That space was very open with the air vent a significant distance away from the
interior doors. The results of the HVAC off experiment also showed some promising
results (see Table 4). Although the accuracies are lower than with the HVAC in
operation, there is still some predictive power. The higher performance came in
smaller spaces where the vents tended to be closer to the doorway and in spaces
where there were many vents, such as Homes 1 and 2.
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Table 2. Performance results of our manually-labeled experiments with the HVAC in
operation. The accuracies are shown using 10-fold cross validation.

Home/
Floor

No. of
Doorways
Tested

No. of Door
Instances/People
Instances

1/1
1/2
1/3
2
3
4

5
4
11
10
5
4

375/375
300/300
825/600
750/400
375/375
300/300

Door
Majority
Classif.
(%)
21
18
9
8
20
26

Door
Classif.
Accuracy
(%)
84
61
77
73
74
81

People
Majority
Classif.
(%)
23
18
12
10
20
25

People
Classif.
Accuracy
(%)
72
42
61
63
70
76

Table 3. Confusion matrix of the classification results from the controlled experiments in
Home 1/3 (HVAC in operation). D1 - D11 represent each doorway.

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10
D11

D1
72
1
0
0
4
5
0
6
1
2
0

D2
0
57
1
0
0
1
2
0
0
2
1

D3
0
0
60
1
1
0
3
0
4
7
0

D4
0
2
1
57
4
0
3
0
0
0
0

D5
1
0
0
2
52
6
0
2
1
3
0

D6
0
2
1
0
5
53
1
1
5
3
2

D7
0
6
3
0
0
4
61
1
2
8
0

D8
1
4
2
4
6
2
0
55
0
0
0

D9
0
0
5
3
2
0
3
5
59
2
0

D10
0
1
2
6
0
1
2
0
2
43
2

D11
1
2
0
2
1
3
0
5
1
5
70

Table 4. Performance results of our manually labeled door open/close events for when the
HVAC is not in operation

Home/
Floor

No. of
Doorways
Tested

No. of Door
Event
Instances

1/1
1/2
1/3
2
3
4

5
4
11
10
5
4

125
100
275
250
125
100

Door
Majority
Classif.
(%)
20
25
9
10
20
25

Door
Classif.
Accuracy
(%)
66
47
64
69
71
68

4.3 Long-Term Deployment
For the long-term deployment, we wanted to gather in situ or “more natural” data on
the various events occurring in the home and provide some initial long-term in situ
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results for our sensing approach. For labeling, we used motion sensors placed at
various doorways to determine any door movement or motion through the doorway
and matched those events up with the corresponding sensor values from the HVAC.
We conducted two analyses; one was the percentage of time we were able to
determine particular events with our system and the second was to determine the
classification accuracies of detecting unique events. Table 5 shows the number of
events that were detected by our system, either as a door transition event or a human
movement through the doorway, for each of the 4 homes. We present the results for
two cases. One is with the HVAC in operation and the other is with the HVAC off.
Table 5. The percentage of events that our approach was able to detect. This is determined by
comparing the number of detected events to the number of doorway events gathered by the
motion sensors. These results include events detected with HVAC both on and off.

Home/
Floor

No. of
Doorways
Tested

1/1
1/2
1/3
2
3
4

5
4
11
10
5
4

No. of Total
Motion
Sensor
Events
53
94
238
467
245
61

No. of Total
Detected
Events
48
60
195
334
198
51

HVAC On:
Detected
Events
(%)
91
64
82
72
81
84

HVAC Off:
Detected
Events
(%)
68
35
73
64
70
77

The results show that a larger percentage of events were detected with the HVAC
in operation than with it in the off state. The reason for the lower percentage for the
HVAC off case was because of the location of the return and supply vents. In some
cases, the vents were not close enough to a door for the airflow to reach the sensing
units, which we saw in our controlled experiment. The smaller spaces and the spaces
with many doorways actually resulted in a higher number of detectable events. This is
attributed to the greater number of vents and the likelihood that the doorways were
near vents. The results with the HVAC in operation are promising, with almost 80%
of the events being detected when compared to the motion sensors. Table 6 shows the
results of classifying unique events in the house. We applied our SVM classification
scheme to the entire in situ dataset for each of the 4 homes (6 spaces). This dataset
included events from all three of the possible conditions (door open/close with HVAC
on and off and human movement with HVAC on). The triggering of the motion
sensor was used to provide the location label to the air pressure data collected by our
sensing system. Because we did not know the type of event, we used the signal
response to determine the event (i.e., person or door).
We report the accuracy of our approach using 10-fold cross validation across the
entire data set. Compared to the first controlled experiments, the overall accuracy on
average is 15-20% lower. However, considering that we did not control the various
other events occurring during that time, the results are still promising with
classification accuracies between 60-70%. From these we can see that the status of
other doors did not have a large impact on the classification accuracy of detecting
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Table 6. The performance of using our learning approach to the data from the long-term
deployment. The motion sensor data was used to label each event, so the dataset consists of in
situ event instances. The accuracies are show using 10-fold cross validation.

Home/
Floor

No. of
Doorways
Tested

1/1
1/2
1/3
2
3
4

5
4
11
10
5
4

No. of
Doorway
Transition
Instances
48
60
195
334
198
51

Door
Majority
Classif.
(%)
26
26
14
19
28
34

Door
Classif.
Accuracy
(%)
65
53
72
62
72
78

People
Majority
Classif.
(%)
28
26
17
12
23
38

People
Classif.
Accuracy
(%)
61
42
63
65
71
81

door transitions with the HVAC off. The larger difference while the HVAC is in
operation compared to the controlled experiment does indicate the door states have an
impact on the pressure differentials, as expected. However, since we trained from a
subset of the entire dataset, the learner seemed to incorporate the various door
combinations. This is intuitive because people tend to be consistent with how they
leave many of their doors throughout the day, while only actually using a few doors.

5 Deployability: Prevalence of Central HVAC Systems
Although central home HVAC systems are not as prevalent in some geographic
regions as plumbing or electrical infrastructure, our approach is still useful in the
significant number of homes or buildings that do have central HVAC. Because central
HVACs are more efficient than using a collection of window units [16], the upward
trend in energy cost has driven the use of central HVAC systems to a growing number
of homes. In 1997, 66% of the homes in the United States and Canada were reported
to have central HVAC, and its prevalence is growing at a fast rate [3, 15, 22]. In
addition, nearly all new homes built in the southern part of the U.S. and 80% in the
rest of the U.S. and Canada have central HVAC installed during construction [15].
Europe and Australia show a similar trend, with approximately 55% homes using
central HVAC [14, 11]. However, in some Asian counties such as Japan and Korea,
central HVAC is not as common in homes because of the smaller dwelling sizes
prevalent in those regions. If the home is very small, such as a small Japanese or
Korean home, the deployment of distributed direct sensors may not be as arduous
because of the smaller amount of floor space to cover. Regardless of the regional
prevalence of central HVAC, the value of our approach becomes more apparent in
larger homes or in assisted living facilities that have many rooms, precisely the
settings where installing many distributed sensors is economically unattractive.
HVAC systems will probably increase in prevalence because they can provide
more functionality than just heating and cooling. Recent EnergyStar reports have
shown that running the HVAC for longer periods of time, but using alternate
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conditioning features, such an air-to-air exchanger, is more energy efficient [16]. This
EnergyStar report also recommends that HVAC units incorporate whole house HEPA
filtration. Construction codes, such as for hospitals and assistive care facilities, also
have a minimum air movement requirements to ensure proper filtration [2, 17]. All of
these factors increase the motivation for having the HVAC in operation, increasing
the effectiveness of our sensing approach. If we take a standard 2-ton (24,000 BTU)
HVAC unit and run the air handler’s fan continuously for an entire month it would
cost about $6 US (assuming an electricity price of $0.05 US per 1 kW-h), which
would need to be balanced against any value-added capability our sensing provides.

6 Discussion of Limitations and Potential Improvements
Our approach is certainly not without limitation. It does require a training phase and
further research is still needed in coming up with a mechanism to ease the training
process. Some possible directions are to use events generated from other calibrated
systems (water line or power line) to feed the training of this system. Although this
might not cover all possible training cases, it can be used to relieve some of the
burden. Those systems can also provide continual feedback for verifying the training
set. In addition, partial training may also be feasible for certain applications, where
only certain doorways are first trained. Then, if there is any interest in observing other
events, the training can occur after the fact and the other past events can be reviewed.
We considered only the amplitude of the static pressure change and using multiple
pressure sensor units to determine unique movement and door events. Other possible
approaches would look at the changes in the laminar airflow. Although we use the
temperature values for calculating the temperature-compensated pressure values, we
could use the temperature reading as an additional feature. Our current focus was on
residential central HVAC systems, but our system can scale reasonably to larger units
used in most commercial buildings. Further investigations are needed to explore those
systems. Our feasibility experiments did not directly factor in the opening and closing
windows and doors. Finally, our current approach does not directly address compound
events—multiple simultaneous door and person movements— although these events
occurred in the long-term studies. Modeling airflow variations and creating a new
learning approach that incorporates that domain knowledge could address this.

7 Conclusion
We have developed an approach for whole-house gross movement and room
transition detection through sensing at only one point in the home. We consider this
system to be one member of an important new class of human activity monitoring
approaches based on infrastructure mediated sensing, or "home bus snooping.” Our
solution leverages the existing ductwork infrastructure of central heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems found in many homes. Disruptions in airflow
caused by human inter-room movement result in static pressure changes in the HVAC
air handler unit. This is particularly apparent for room-to-room transitions and door
open/close events involving partial blockage of doorways and thresholds. We detect
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and record this pressure variation from sensors mounted on the air filter and classify
where certain movement events are occurring in the house, such as an adult walking
through a particular doorway or the opening and closing of a door. Although less
precise, we also show the detection of movement when the HVAC is not operating. In
contrast to more complex distributed sensing approaches for motion detection in the
home, our method requires the installation of only a single sensing unit.
The combination of different types of infrastructure mediated sensors offers a
number of attractive properties for deployment of useful applications in the home. For
example, the combination of detecting human-initiated electrical [19] or water events
[8] with our work on movement detection through airflow sensing enables a variety of
new approaches for integrating energy and environmental conservation with ordinary
human activities in the home. A system could alert an individual that he or she should
attend to an energy or environmental conservation task, such as turning off an unneeded light or a running faucet, when the system detects that he or she is near that
part of the house. The combination of electrical event detection and airflow detected
movement information can also provide important correlation data for energy
conservation applications by relating a person’s usage of the physical space with the
usage of electrical devices. One could design an energy-efficient zoned HVAC unit
that selectively heats or cools each zone on the basis of activity information passively
sensed through the HVAC system itself, which would offer a tremendous installation
and maintenance cost benefit over competing distributed sensing approaches.
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